Abstract-There is multiple databases contain datasets of TP53 gene and its tumor protein P53 which believed to be involved in over 50% of human cancers cases, these databases are rich as datasets covered all mutations caused diseases (cancers), but they haven't efficient mining method can classify and diagnosis mutations patient's then predict the cancer of that patient. This paper proposed a novel mining of cancer via mutations because there is no mining method before offers friendly, effective and flexible predict or diagnosis of cancers via using whole common database of TP53 gene (tumor protein P53) as dataset and selecting a minimum number of fields in training and testing quick propagation algorithm which supporting this miming method. Simulating quick propagation network for the train dataset shows results the Correlation (0.9999), R-squared (0.9998) and mean of Absolute Relative Error (0.0029), while the training for the ALL datasets (train, test and validation dataset) have results the Correlation (0.9993), R-squared (0.9987) and mean of Absolute Relative Error (0.0057).
I. INTRODUCTION
UMOR protein P53 (produced by TP53 gene) is a sequence-specific transcription factor that acts as a large tumor suppressor in mammals. Disable the function of the tumor suppressor p53 is from one of the most common genetic alterations in human cancer, and close to half of all human tumors carry p53 gene mutations within their cells. Fig. 1 shows the worldwide distribution of cancers and P53 mutations [1] .
Databases related to tumor protein P53 (TP53 gene) contain large amounts of data, and Regular techniques may not be helpful and impractical in such large volumes of data, so artificial intelligence techniques such as data mining to facilitate and improve the process of research and education, data mining is the process of analyzing the data by linking them with artificial intelligence techniques for inspection and search for specific information and useful in a large volume of data, and it is through the process of linking the analysis of this data and methods of artificial intelligence to become the most Ayad Then transform normal homology TP53 gene and person's TP53 gene to tumor protein P53 (depending on the idea of "two sequences may have big differences in DNA sequence but have similar protein") using same ClustalW of BioEdit package to diagnosis there is malignant mutations or not (no risk). Fig. 4 shows there is malignant mutations at codon 248 (CGG TGG), i.e. will find the codon 248 converted from R (in normal P53) to W (in Person's P53 gene). Classified malignant mutations which are discovered at step (4) needed to diagnose and predict a cancer or pre-cancer for Person using mining method by determines the cancer(s) related to the classified mutation, as know there are multiple cancers related with each mutated codon in tumor protein P53. The mining method which is needed base on training Quick Propagation Network QPN which is an improvement of the back propagation network (QPN means converges faster than back propagation network). QPN based on Newton's method to estimate the solution, the method itself requires knowing a second derivative of the error function [7] .
II. RELATED WORK E. Adetiba, J. C. Ekeh, V. O. Matthews, and et al. [2011] , proposed study aims estimating an optimum back-propagation training algorithm for a genomic based ANN system for NSCLC diagnosis, the nucleotide sequences of EGFR's exon 19 of a noncancerous cell were used to train an artificial neural network (ANN). Several ANN back propagation training algorithms were tested in MATLAB R2008a to obtain an optimal algorithm for training the network, in the nine different algorithms tested and achieved the best performance (i.e. the least mean square error) with the minimum epoch (training iterations) and training time using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm [5] .
S. Sathish Kumar and Dr N Duraipandian [2013] , proposed Artificial Neural Network technique to classify the disease with reduced number of DNA sequence. The accuracy is differing based on the training data set and validation data set. The other major issue is the privacy preserving of the patients. This proposed will share the critical data from clinical diagnostic centers, there is good chance of patient's anonymity is revealed. To avoid this used a simple Privacy Preserving in Data Mining (PPDM) technique to crypt the identity of the patients as well as the critical data and discloses only the required data like DNA sequence to the research team. The proposed technique effectively identifies the gene from its gene sequence and so the disease moreover, results obtained from 10-fold cross validation have proved that the disease can be identified even from a part of the DNA sequence. Though the technique has been tested with the DNA sequence of only two genes (PIK3CA and TP53), the 10-fold cross validation results have reached a remarkable performance level. From the results, it can be hypothetically analyzed that a technique, which identifies the disease only with a part of gene sequence, has the ability to classify any kind of disease [6] .
The drawbacks of these methods and techniques focus in diagnostic or prediction base on reduce number of sequence as clinical data (i.e. not base on whole database of genes caused diseases) and the dataset not big enough like whole database to give results enough. The motivation overcomes the drawbacks of the previous techniques to reach a novel mining method of cancers via mutations in beg dataset (whole database) of tumor protein P53 using quick propagation network.
III. PROPOSED A NOVEL MINING METHOD OF CANCERS VIA MUTATIONS IN TUMOR PROTEIN P53
The proposed mining method contains two stages as follow: 1) Learning or training Quick Propagation Network:
The proposed structure of training QPN as an improvement of the back propagation network [3, 7] has 2 layers (input layer not within layers of QPN). The formula of the Newton's method which is supported QPN as follow:
The geometric interpretation of the proposed mining method an approximate at each iteration the function (J) by a quadratic function around (W), and then makes a step towards the minimum of that quadratic function. In order to avoid calculating a second derivative by ourselves we could use a secant method to numerically compute the second derivative approximation, here is how it looks:
Combining the two equations can get such formula:
Replacing the weights increment by a delta symbol will get formula, known as QPN: (4) 2) Test of Quick Propagation Network to Diagnose
Cancers:
The testing (via query) using training QPN in (1) above will diagnose the type of cancer for classified mutation of patient's P53 sequence at section 1; step 4. The algorithm 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed novel mining of cancers via mutations in tumor protein P53 simulated using ANI ver. 2.1 as follow.
A. Learning or Training Quick Propagation Algorithm
The dataset used to train QPN, this dataset (all records = 1447) of common database (UMD_Cell_line_2010) from TP53 website as modern and comprehensive database under URL: http://p53.free.fr/Database/p53_MUT_MAT.html [1] . Effective fields (part of record) selected from dataset and the target field which selected (Mutation position) using Alyuda NeuroIntelligence ANI as simulation package. ANI can select an The r coefficient can range from -1 to +1; closer r is to 1, the stronger positive linear relationship. 3) Absolute Relative Error ARE: is an error value that indicates the "quality" of the neural network training. This index is calculated by dividing the difference between actual and desired output values by the module of the desired output value. Optimal design of QPN with its topology means the number of nodes needed in input, hidden and output layers. Alyuda NeuroIntelligence gives (283-141-1) as shown in Fig. 6 . 
B. Testing QPN Algorithm to Diagnose Cancers
Based on the algorithm referring in section 3, step 2 predicts and diagnosis cancers via mutations of Person's P53 sequence using testing QPN which trained at subsection 4.1. The proposed mining method allows predict cancers via mutations of certain person (by entering each field parameter manually) or group of persons (loading the parameters for group of persons once via file), as shown in Fig. 9 . 1) This proposed method is a novel mining cancer via mutation in tumor protein P53, because there is no mining method before offers friendly diagnosis and detecting malignant mutations caused cancers. Addition it works on whole database of TP53 gene as referring to in subsection 4; A.
2) The mining method is effective in diagnosis and predicts cancers via mutation, where it used in training and testing (query) QPN a minimum number of fields (6) Fig. 5. 3) Mining method which is proposed allows flexible diagnosis and predicts cancers via mutations in tumor protein P53 sequence via two options first one manually query to diagnosis cancer for one person while the second for group of persons once by loading file contains the fields (parameters) which are used in diagnosis cancers of this group of persons.
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